where /is a point modification of A at o obtained by succession of monoidal transformations with non-singular centers, such that X= red f"\X) is normal crossing in the sense of the following Definition 1. That is, (*) is an embedded resolution of X in A. Denote g=f\ X, and let X= Y U E, where Y is the strict transform of X and £=red/~1(o) is the exceptional locus. In particular,
A-E ->A-{o}. Definition 1. Let A be a complex manifold and X a closed analytic subset of A. Xis called an analytic subset of normal crossing if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) X-\JX i9 where the X t (l^i^h) are complex submanifolds of A. 1=1 (2) For each jpeEyl, there exists a neighborhood U of p and a system of local coordinates {z lf •••, zj on £/ such that X~ {z r ._ 1+1 =---=z ri . = 0} for l^Ji^A, where the r f are integers such that -l^r^n and r,-gr y if ^j, and we understand that Z Q = 1.
We note that for any X there exists at least one such (*) by [5] . Definition 2. An equisingular deformation (in this paper) o/ X of type (*) consists of the following data:
(1) complex spaces 3£, 3£ S, <JL and and a point ,$ 0 of S, (2) morphisms p, q, /, /, F and G which make up the following commutative diagram S where p is the projection, q is flat, /, and / are closed immersions and F is a modification of A X S along {0} X S. We put p=poF and q = qoG.
(3) an isomorphism ^ from (*) to the diagram obtained by the base change of ((*)) by {s 0 }-»S, (4) we claim that ((*)) is locally product in the sense of the following (such a deformation will be called also to be logarithmic cf. [7] ): for every x^JL there is a neighborhood U (resp. V) of x in c^? (resp. of ;>=X*) in S) and an isomorphism a : u-»(u n^GO) x ^ which sends u n 5f onto X Definition 3. A flat deformation (q, i/r) of X, where g: 3£-*S is a rnorphism of complex spaces and i/r: X->3£x {s 0 } is an isomorphism, is said to be S equisingular (in this paper) if there is some embedded resolution (*) of X and an equisingular deformation of type (*) which induces (q, ty). where X' = 9£ X S" and q f = q X S". s
Proof. We regard ^4 as an open set of the projective space P N . The point modifications / and F can be seen to be done for P N and P N X S, respectively.
Since / is blown down to /', F can also blown down to some F' in some neighborhood S' of S Q in S by Theorem 3 of [7] . It is easy to check that F' induces an equisingular deformation of type (*)/ Q.E.D. We can easily chech that there is no embedded resolution which factors through both.
Example 2« (A. N. Varchenko [13] ). Let Xbe a hypersurface singularity defined by an equation P=0, and let F(P) be the Newton polygon associated to P. P is said to be non-degenerate if for any facet reT^P), the polynomials
case Varcenhko shows using the theory of toroidal embeddings that there is a modification /: X(r)-»C N depending only on F = r(P) such that red/^CT) is normal crossing. Hence we know that any small deformation of P preserving the Newton polygon is equisingular with respect to /. However, for arbitrary complicated singularity which is usually degenerate, we should consider the geometric process of resolution, to which corresponds a sequence of Newton polygons. §2. Logarithmic Deformations Let us consider the situation (*) of Section 1. For some time we shall set aside the lower half of (*) and investigate the logarithmic deformation of J : X->A, that is, the deformation which is locally product in the sense of Definition 2. We recall the definition of the logarithmic tangent sheaf (Definition 4 of [7] ). Definition 4. Let A be a complex manifold and X a closed analytic subset of A. The logarithmic tangent sheaf T A (log X) is the subsheaf of the tangent sheaf T A consisting of derivations which sends the ideal sheaf of X in A into itself.
By the general theory of deformations of manifolds (Exp. Ill of [4] ), the infinitesimal deformation of <JLdJl is described by the cohomology groups of Proof of (2). Let 7 y be the ideal of Z, in Z for j = 1, 2, -and m=m ZiSQ . Since for any k^Z there is some j such that m*Z)/y, (2) 
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By assumption, for any general hyperplane defined by the equation R=Q, the multiplication R: 0^z-^0^z is injective. Since the completion is a flat operation, R'O^-^O± Z is also injective, which shows (2 bis). Thus the proof of Proposition 8 is completed.
Q.E.D.
Proposition 7. IfX is normal, then the T in Proposition 6 is equal to S.
Proof. By proposition 6, we may assume that S=Specan C[t]/(t h ) for some integer h. Let/ 0 be any element of O^(-X).
We shall denote by the same letter the trivial extension along S. Since/ 0 = 0 on X, there is some/ in 07g such that / 0 =tfi on 3£. Since X is normal, the restriction of / to X is also a function on X. Let g l be a representative of it in 0 A . Since gi = ^ on Jf, there is some / 2 in 0^ such that /=g 1 + tf 2 Q.E.D.
Corollary 8. When N=n+l,T=S.
Proof. When n is greater than one, X is normal. When n= 1, the Corollary will be proved in Section 3 (see proof of Corollary 10.) Proof. By Proposition 6, we have only to prove the existence of a semiuniversal logarithmic deformation of ?: X-*A.
As in the proof of Proposition 5, embed A in a point modification Z of a projective space P N . By Theorem 1 of [7] , there exists a semi-universal logarithmic deformation
Over this we shall construct the desired deformation. First, we shall prove the theorem under the condition that n is greater than By Theorem 1.4 of [1] and using the technique of Chap er II of [2] , for arbitrary number c we obtain a complex subspace 3£ of A s which induces the same thing as 3£ on the oth infinitesimal neighborhood of o X S in A s . Then by the main theorem of [6] , if c is large enough, the completion of 3£ along o X S is isomorphic to _£. We shall show that the space 2£ thus obained is the desired semiuniversal deformation. Let ^!-^B (and .3?', etc.) be any other equisingular deformation of type (*). For large c, the oth infinitesimal neighborhood 3?<J is isomorphic to the pull back of 3£ e by a morphism a c :B-*S. By [6] again, 3£' is isomorphic to the pull back of 3? by a = a c . Thus, the proof of the Theorem 1 in case of n^2 is completed.
In case n=l, there is nothing difficult. The movements of the curve segments 3? in Jl 1 have no obstructions, since they are strictly local. We can make all at once the semiuniversal family instead of the step-by-step construction above.
Q.E.D. On the other hand, the cinsideration of dimensions shows that H\A, Tz(log X)) = 0. Thus Corollary 10 is proved by Corollary 9.
Proof of Corollary 8 continued.
Since any 3£ z (in the notation of Proposition 6) is obtained from 3£ m by a pulling back, 3£ z is flat.
Remark 5. Corollary 10 was first obtained by J. Wahl [14] .
